Joe sat back down to his computer. The party had gone on for hours, eating away at his usual lunch break and preventing him from getting his usual meal of pizza, but he didn't mind too much. He'd given in to JP and tried the salad and it hadn't been so bad, and Dr. Pepper was a nice change of pace from his usual diet sodas. Sometimes, he wondered why he bothered with diet soda when he couldn't quit the cheap pizza. Times like when he drank non-diet soda and enjoyed it.

JP had left Joe's cubicle first, leaving the barely-touched salad in favor of a conference call with Ms. Harris and the heads of various other offices. Maria had followed not too long after, offering as an explanation nothing but smiles, though Joe could tell she was uncomfortably tired from dealing with Dan for so long. Sam had disappeared in silence at some point, though Joe didn't know when. One minute he was there, lurking in the corner, next he was gone.

Dan lay on the floor, fast asleep, packages of dumplings both consumed and uneaten littering the area around him.

Ignoring him, Joe turned his thoughts back to work. <i>Guess I better reply to this... Bob... character.</i> Just as he was about to click reply, though, his attention was drawn away from Bob to a new e-mail in his inbox.

<b>From: </b> Anonymous &lt;spambot@your.base&gt;
<b>To: </b> Me &lt;king_j@hotmail.com&gt;
<b>Subject: </b> I'll jupst pleave thips herep.
<Ul><li>phttp://frjp.whyweprotest.org</li></ul>

Joe sighed to himself. Another self-styled "Anonymous." A self-styled Anonymous with one of the most tasteless e-mail domains ever, at that. Joe clicked the link because he clicked links in e-mails sent his way. He didn't expect much of the site that had failed to kill Scientology and Iran.

The webpage loaded in Joe's browser and he was instantly confronted by a sea of Guy Fawkes masks.

"Join the fight," read one bold-faced link in the header. "You can be anonymous, too!" chirped an as-of-yet unofficial HTML5 element at the bottom of the page. Joe rapidly right-clicked on the instructional video and made it disappear with his ad filtering software.

Flashy element taken care of, Joe began reading the introductory blurb at the top of the page:

"The Establishment of America has invaded the independent nations of France and Japan as a punitive action in response to the two countries publishing certain satellite footage to the internet. This footage did not belong to America. It depicted a potential supernatural phenomenon and America—perhaps fearing for its national security—sought to censor it. Anonymous believes that America's actions are extreme and ungrounded, and Anonymous will gather to protest them."
